
FileBRIDGE Digital is the complete document management solution. It bridges the  
gap between the digital future and the paper past by enabling organizations to  

efficiently automate business processes. The flexibility of a robust web application 
is tightly integrated with intelligent scanning, data capture and document classification.

Digital transformation for your business processes means increased efficiency.  
FileBRIDGE Digital delivers 24/7 online access to critical business information.

Stop Searching 
FileBRIDGE Digital is an intuitive central repository that makes it easy to find information 
in less than three clicks. Know what you have, what you need and access your critical 
information any time, on any device. 

Automate Processes
Apply intelligent document management processes to your most important business 
documents. Campaigns and workflows are easy to create and allow automatic routing 
of documents for review, approval or digital signature.

Share Securely
Share documents with internal or external stakeholders. Two-factor authentication, 
secure data rooms and audit trails provide security and control over your information. 

Achieve Full Compliance
Ensure you maintain documents for the appropriate length of time with built-in  
sophisticated governance and retention policy management tools.

End-to-End Solution
Access is a full-service partner. We can get you and your new process up and running 
smoothly. Our team of experts will convert your paper and digital files and integrate 
your ERP, HRIS, CRM or other existing line of business system seamlessly. 

Efficient, Secure Digital Document Management
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Information Protected.

To find out how Access and its FileBRIDGE 
products can help your business, contact  
our team today at 1.800.899.3975 or  
discover@accesscorp.com

InformationProtected.com/FileBRIDGE

TALK TO US TODAY

About Access
Access provides the U.S., Latin America and 
Caribbean with an end-to-end solution for all of 
your records management needs. We have over 
20 years of experience implementing technology 
solutions for some of the world’s most well-known 
companies. From document storage, imaging  
and conversion solutions to secure destruction 
services, Access is advancing how the world  
manages information with the very best service.

Build the bridge between paper and  
digital. Embrace a better, more efficient  

way of doing business.

FileBRIDGE Digital is a highly scalable solution  
that can be quickly configured to meet the needs  
of any department; processes are automated,  

costs are reduced and your compliance and  
security risks are mitigated.

Intuitive Design 
Easy to implement and 

minimal training required.

E-forms and E-signatures 
Eliminate the need to  

create paper and cut out 
the associated costs.

Campaigns and Workflows
Automate and streamline 

your processes.


